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Introduction
MANY WRITERS have pointed out the imprecise
definition of the term bibliography as it is used currently. It is not
the purpose of this issue to provide a new definition, although Fredson
Bowers in his discussion of the functions of bibliography attempts
to clarify the distinctions between the various forms of bibliography.
Instead, for the record and as an assistance to the reader, a brief
summary of several available definitions compiled from a number of
the sources mentioned throughout this issue is provided below.
It should be remembered that originally the term bibliographer
referred to a person who wrote or copied a book or manuscript. This
meaning of the term now, except in the most general sense, is no
longer used. Bibliography refers to books, whether in printed or writ-
ten form, as physical and intellectual entities. In fact, much of the
confusion in the use of the term stems from its application to a book
as both a physical and an intellectual entity. Therefore, most writers
in the field are inclined to draw their major differentiation between
these two. The table which follows is so divided:
1. Study of the Book itself as a Physical Entity, a material object:
PURPOSE:
accurate, precise
identification and
description
Analytical
or
Critical
Bibliography
Textual Bibliography
Study and comparison
of texts and their
transmission through
editions and printings
Historical Bibliography
Placing and dating of
individual books
Descriptive Bibliography
Identification of the
"ideal copy" and all its
variants
II. Study of the Book as an Intellectual Entity:
PURPOSE: }
assembling of information
about individual books
into a logical and useful
arrangement
Enumerative
or
Systematic
Bibliography
tCOffipil.tiOO of fu" of boob
)
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The several articles in this issue of Library Trends which follow
cover in varying degree all of these aspects of bibliography. They
serve to establish the present state of bibliographic method as well
as of bibliographical production. They also suggest the directions or
developments for bibliographical activity in the immediate future.
It may be of interest to our readers to note that this issue of Library
Trends comes closer than ever before to our ideal of a non-national
approach to a problem of librarianship. The bibliographic science,
it is evident, knows no national boundaries; bibliography with its
students and scholars is found in any and every literate society. Even
at that, and an indication of the difficulty of attaining the ideal, the
present issue draws heavily upon English language materials, to the
exclusion of other languages, for its examples and references.
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